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Multidimensional Harmonic Retrieval via
Coupled Canonical Polyadic Decomposition
— Part II: Algorithm and Multirate Sampling
Mikael Sørensen and Lieven De Lathauwer, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—In Part I, we have presented a link between
Multidimensional Harmonic Retrieval (MHR) and the re-
cently proposed coupled Canonical Polyadic Decomposition
(CPD), which implies new uniqueness conditions for MHR
that are more relaxed than the existing results based on a
Vandermonde constrained CPD. In Part II, we explain that
the coupled CPD also provides a computational framework
for MHR. In particular, we present an algebraic method for
MHR based on simultaneous matrix diagonalization that is
guaranteed to find the exact solution in the noiseless case,
under conditions discussed in Part I. Since the simultaneous
matrix diagonalization method reduces the MHR problem
into an eigenvalue problem, the proposed algorithm can
be interpreted as a MHR generalization of the classical
ESPRIT method for one-dimensional harmonic retrieval. We
also demonstrate that the presented coupled CPD framework
for MHR can algebraically support multirate sampling. We
develop an efficient implementation which has about the
same computational complexity for single-rate and multirate
sampling. Numerical experiments demonstrate that by simul-
taneously exploiting the harmonic structure in all dimensions
and making use of multirate sampling, the coupled CPD
framework for MHR can lead to an improved performance
compared to the conventional Vandermonde constrained
CPD approaches.
Index Terms—coupled canonical polyadic decomposition,
simultaneous matrix diagonalization, multidimensional har-
monic retrieval, multirate sampling, direction of arrival
estimation.
I. Introduction
In the signal processing literature, the uniqueness
properties of Multidimensional Harmonic Retrieval
(MHR) have mainly been studied using arguments that
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implicitly or explicitly relate to properties of a Vander-
monde constrained Canonical Polyadic Decomposition
(VDM-CPD), see [21] and references therein. Based on
this connection several algorithms have been developed
(e.g. [4], [7], [9], [10], [5]) that solve the MHR problem
via a Generalized EigenValue Decomposition (GEVD).
In the companion paper [23] we presented a link be-
tween MHR and the recently introduced coupled Canon-
ical Polyadic Decomposition (CPD) modeling framework
[22], [25], which led to improved identifiability results. In
this paper we explain that the coupled CPD model also
provides an algebraic framework from which algorithms
for MHR can be derived. We develop an algorithm
based on coupled CPD that, similar to ESPRIT [16] for
one-dimensional (1D) Harmonic Retrieval (HR), reduces
the MHR problem into a set of decoupled single-tone
MHR problems via a GEVD. A closed-form solution to
the single-tone MHR problem will be provided. In the
inexact case, the algorithm can be used to initialize an
optimization-based method for MHR (e.g. [2], [20]).
We argue that an additional reason to consider cou-
pled CPD as opposed to the conventional VDM-CPD is
that the former approach offers a more flexible frame-
work. In particular, we show that coupled CPD can
support multirate sampling. This makes it interesting for
large-scale MHR problems where sub-Nyquist sampling
is often a desired feature in order to reduce hardware,
data acquisition or computational costs.
The paper is organized as follows. The rest of the
introduction will present the notation and the tensor
decompositions used throughout the paper. Section II
briefly reviews the connections between MHR, VDM-
CPD and coupled CPD. From the coupled CPD inter-
pretation of MHR, an algebraic ESPRIT-type algorithm
is derived in Section III. In Section IV we extend the
algorithm to multirate sampling. Numerical experiments
are reported in section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation: Vectors, matrices and tensors are denoted by
lower case boldface, upper case boldface and upper case
calligraphic letters, respectively. The rth column vector
of A is denoted by ar. The symbols b and d denote the
Kronecker and Khatri-Rao product:
AbB :“
»—– a11B a12B . . .a21B a22B . . .
...
...
. . .
fiffifl ,AdB :“ ra1bb1 a2bb2 . . .s,
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in which pAqmn “ amn. The outer product of N vectors
apnq P CIn is denoted by ap1q b ¨ ¨ ¨bapNq P CI1ˆI2ˆ¨¨¨ˆIN , such
that pap1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apNqqi1,i2,...,iN “ ap1qi1 a
p2q
i2
¨ ¨ ¨ apNqiN .
The conjugate, transpose, conjugate-transpose, Frobe-
nius norm, Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, range and
kernel of the matrix A are denoted by A˚, AT, AH,
}A}F, A:, rangepAq and kerpAq respectively. The real and
imaginary parts of a number a are denoted by Re tau
and Imtau, respectively. From the context it should be
clear when i denotes the imaginary unit number, i.e.,
i “ ?´1. Kronecker’s delta function, denoted by δi j, is
equal to one when i “ j and zero otherwise. Matlab
index notation will occasionally be used for submatri-
ces of a given matrix. We write Ap1:k,:) to denote the
submatrix of A consisting of the rows from 1 to k of A.
Let A P CIˆJ, then A “ A p1 : I ´ 1, :q P CpI´1qˆJ and
A “ A p2 : I, :q P CpI´1qˆJ, i.e., A and A are obtained
by deleting the bottom and top row of A, respectively.
Dk pAq P CJˆJ denotes the diagonal matrix holding row
k of A P CIˆJ on its diagonal.
The k-th compound matrix of A P CIˆR is denoted
by Ck pAq P CCkIˆCkR , where Ckm “ m!k!pm´kq! . It is the matrix
containing the determinants of all kˆk submatrices of A,
arranged with the submatrix index sets in lexicographic
order. For more elementary notation, we refer to [23].
Tensor decompositions: Let us briefly present the tensor
decompositions that are used in this paper. See the
references in [23] for further details.
1) Polyadic Decomposition (PD) and CPD: A PD is a
decomposition of a tensor X P CIˆJˆK into rank-1 terms:
X “
Rÿ
r“1
ar b br b cr , (1)
with factor matrices A “ ra1, . . . , aRs P CIˆR, B “
rb1, . . . ,bRs P CJˆR and C “ rc1, . . . , cRs P CKˆR. The rank
of a tensor X is equal to the minimal number of rank-1
tensors ar b br b cr that yield X in a linear combination.
Assume that the rank of X is R, then (1) is the CPD of
X.
2) Coupled PD and coupled CPD: More generally, we
say that a collection of tensors Xpnq P CInˆJnˆK, n P
t1, . . . ,Nu, admits an R-term coupled PD if each tensor
Xpnq can be written as:
Xpnq “
Rÿ
r“1
apnqr b b
pnq
r b cr , n P t1, . . . ,Nu, (2)
with factor matrices Apnq “ rapnq1 , . . . , apnqR s P CInˆR, Bpnq “
rbpnq1 , . . . ,bpnqR s P CJnˆR and C “ rc1, . . . , cRs P CKˆR. We
define the coupled rank of tXpnqu as the minimal number
of coupled rank-1 tensors apnqr b b
pnq
r b cr that yield tXpnqu
in a linear combination. Assume that the coupled rank
of tXpnqu is R, then (2) is the coupled CPD of tXpnqu.
II. Review of links between multidimensional
harmonic retrieval and (coupled) CPD
The connections between MHR, CPD and coupled
CPD will be reviewed in this section. More details can
be found in the companion paper [23]. In order to
understand why coupled CPD is a natural framework
for MHR, we will first review the link between 1D HR
and CPD.
A. 1D HR and CPD
1) CPD interpretation of 1D HR: Consider the 1D HR
factorization
X “ ACT P CIˆM, (3)
where A P CIˆR is a Vandermonde matrix with columns
ar “ r1, zr, z2r , . . . , zI´1r sT and where C P CMˆR is an
unconstrained matrix that has full column rank. Let us
stack X and X as slices of Y P C2ˆJˆM. Because of the
shift-invariance A “ AD2pAq, we have
Y “
„
X
X

“
„
BCT
BD2pAp2qqCT

“ pAp2q d BqCT P C2JˆM,
(4)
where Ap2q “ “ 1 ¨¨¨ 1z1 ¨¨¨ zR ‰ P C2ˆR and B “ A P CJˆR
with J “ I ´ 1. Equation (4) can be seen as the matrix
representation of the Vandermonde constrained CPD of
Y:
Y “
Rÿ
r“1
ap2qr b br b cr P C2ˆJˆM. (5)
It was explained in [23] that the Vandermonde structure
in (5) can be relaxed without affecting the uniqueness of
the decomposition. In other words, the 1D HR factoriza-
tion of X is unique if and only if the unconstrained CPD
of Y is unique. The latter decomposition is known to be
unique if B and C have full column rank and if zr , zs,
@r , s. It is known that under this condition, the CPD of
Y can be determined via the GEVD of the matrix pencil
pX,Xq (e.g., [17], [16], [6], [8]). This is in fact precisely
what happens in ESPRIT, see the next subsection.
2) ESPRIT: A particular method for computing the 1D
HR factorization of X via the matrix pencil pX,Xq in (4) is
ESPRIT [16]. It was originally formulated in terms of the
correlation matrix XXH “ ASTS˚AH, but it can also be
formulated in terms of an SVD. Briefly, let the columns
of U P CIˆR constitute a basis for rangepXq, numerically
obtained from the SVD of X. Since B and C have full
column rank, there exists a nonsingular matrix F P CRˆR
such that U “A FT. The shift-invariance property A “
AD2pAp2qq now results in the EVD
U:U “ F´1D2pAp2qqF. (6)
As the generators tzruRr“1 form the second row of Ap2q,
they can be found as the eigenvalues of U:U, i.e., the
generalized eigenvalues of the pencil pU,Uq. We have
now found the Vandermonde column vectors of A that
form a basis for rangepXq. Finally, the linear coefficients
of the columns of X in this Vandermonde basis can be
determined as C “ pA:XqT.
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B. MHR and Vandermonde constrained CPD
1) VDM-CPD interpretation of MHR: Consider now an
N-dimensional HR problem that involves R complex
exponentials. The generator of the r-th exponential in
the n-th mode is denoted by zr,n, 1 ď r ď R, 1 ď n ď N.
The data tensor X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM admits a constrained
PD
X “
Rÿ
r“1
ap1qr b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apNqr b cr , (7)
with Vandermonde factor matrices Apnq “
rapnq1 , . . . , apnqR s P CInˆR with apnqr “ r1, zr,n, z2r,n, . . . , zIn´1r,n sT
and unconstrained C “ rc1, . . . , cRs P CMˆR, where M is
the number of snapshots. The PD of X in (7) has the
following matrix representation
X “ pAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApNqqCT P Cp
śN
n“1 InqˆM. (8)
Note that the Vandermonde constraints in (7) can in-
crease the number of rank-1 terms that are required
to fit X, compared to unconstrained CPD. The mini-
mal number of Vandermonde constrained rank-1 terms
ap1qr b¨ ¨ ¨bapNqr bcr that yield X will be denoted by rMHR pXq.
2) Exploiting harmonic structure in one mode: If the Van-
dermonde structure of only one of the factor matrices,
say Apnq, is taken into account, then (7) corresponds to
a VDM-CPD problem that can be reduced to a CPD
as in Subsection II-A. In detail, using the row-selection
matrices
SpI1,...,INqpnq “ Iśn´1p“1 Ip b IIn b IśNq“n`1 Iq , (9)
S
pI1,...,INq
pnq “ Iśn´1
p“1 Ip
b IIn b IśNq“n`1 Iq , (10)
we build the tensor Ypnq P C2ˆpˆn´1p“1 IpqˆpIn´1qˆpˆNq“n`1IqqˆM:
Ypnq “
Rÿ
r“1
ap2,nqr b b
pnq
r b cr , (11)
with matrix representation
Ypnq “
«
SpI1,...,INqpnq X
S
pI1,...,INq
pnq X
ff
“ pAp2,nq d BpnqqCT P C2JnˆM, (12)
where Jn “ pśNp“1,p,n IpqpIn ´ 1q and
Ap2,nq “ “ 1 ¨¨¨ 1z1,n ¨¨¨ zR,n ‰ P C2ˆR, (13)
Bpnq “
n´1ä
p“1
Appq dApnq d
Nä
q“n`1
Apqq. (14)
Ignoring the structure of Bpnq, (11) can be interpreted as
an unconstrained two-slice CPD. Hence, if Bpnq and C
have full column rank and if zr,n , zs,n, @r , s, then
the generators tzr,nuRr“1 can be found via a (G)EVD. In
a similar way as in ESPRIT for 1D HR, the remaining
unknown factor matrices tApnqu and C in (8) can now be
deduced. Details and variants of this procedure can be
found in [4], [7], [9], [10], [27], [21], [5] and references
therein.
C. MHR and coupled CPD
1) Coupled CPD interpretation of MHR: In contrast to
the existing algebraic VDM-CPD approaches to MHR,
coupled CPD simultaneously considers all tensors in the
set tYp1q, . . . ,YpNqu. Overall, we obtain»—– Y
p1q
...
YpNq
fiffifl “
»—– A
p2,1q d Bp1q
...
Ap2,Nq d BpNq
fiffiflCT, (15)
where Ypnq is given by (12). The structure of (15) is such
that X must have the N-dimensional harmonic structure
(7), even when the structure of tBp1q, . . . ,BpNqu is ignored
[23]. In fact, we make the assumption that Ap2,nq, n P
t1, . . . ,Nu do not have zero entries, i.e., we assume that
Ap2,nq have a (trivial) Vandermonde structure. Hence, in
principle any numerical method for coupled CPD can be
used to compute the MHR decomposition (7) via (15).
2) Exploiting several harmonic structures: Both neces-
sary and sufficient MHR uniqueness conditions have
been obtained in [23]. In this paper we develop a lin-
ear algebra based method. Similar to ESPRIT, it finds
the pure harmonics from rangepXq, and it does so via
(G)EVD. Like ESPRIT, it is guaranteed to find the so-
lution in the noise-free case under some algebraic as-
sumptions. It relies on the sufficient and “almost nec-
essary” MHR uniqueness condition stated in Theorem
II.1, which jointly takes the Vandermonde structures
of Ap1q, . . . ,ApNq into account. Consequently, it works
under more relaxed conditions than the methods that
essentially rely on the harmonic structure in one mode.
Theorem II.1 makes use of the matrix
GpNq “
»———–
C2
´
Ap2,1q
¯
d C2
´
Bp1q
¯
...
C2
´
Ap2,Nq
¯
d C2
´
BpNq
¯
fiffiffiffifl . (16)
Theorem II.1. Consider the PD of X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM in (7)
where the factor matrices tApnqu are Vandermonde. If#
C in (8) has full column rank,
GpNq in (16) has full column rank,
(17)
then rMHRpXq “ R and the VDM-CPD of X is unique.
III. Coupled CPD algorithms for MHR
In this section we use coupled CPD to obtain ESPRIT-
type algorithms for MHR that work under the assump-
tions in Theorem II.1.
A. Find a basis for rangepAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNqq
Similar to ESPRIT [14], [16] we will find the individual
multidimensional harmonics from rangepAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d
ApNqq. We first explain that under condition (17), the
latter is readily available as rangepXq. First we note that
GpNq having full column rank implies that Ap1qd¨ ¨ ¨dApNq
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has full column rank. Indeed, if Ap1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNq does
not have full column rank, then there exists a vector
y P kerpAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNqq and a vector x P CM such
that we obtain an alternative decomposition X “ `Ap1qd
¨ ¨ ¨dApNq˘ `C` xyT˘T, contradicting Theorem II.1. Since
C is assumed to have full column rank, we have that
rangepXq “ rangepAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNqq. Numerically, we
obtain rangepXq from the compact SVD X “ UΣVH,
where U P CpśNn“1 InqˆR and V P CMˆR are columnwise
orthonormal and Σ P CRˆR is diagonal. We know that
rangepXq “ rangepUΣq and that there exists a nonsingu-
lar matrix F P CRˆR such that
UΣ “ pAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApNqqFT. (18)
Compared to (8), (18) involves the smaller pRˆRq matrix
F. Note that this dimensionality reduction step is similar
to the one in classical ESPRIT for 1D HR, see Subsection
II-A. Note also that if R is unknown, then it can be
estimated as the number of significant singular values
of X.
B. From MHR to coupled CPD
From (18) we build the tensors Upnqred P
C
2ˆpˆn´1p“1 IpqˆpIn´1qˆpˆNq“n`1IqqˆR, n P t1, . . . ,Nu, each
admitting a factorization
Upnqred :“
„
Up1,nq
Up2,nq

“ pAp2,nq d BpnqqFT, (19)
where ’red’ stands for reduced, and
Up1,nq “ SpI1,...,INqpnq UΣ P CMnpIn´1qˆR, (20)
Up2,nq “ SpI1,...,INqpnq UΣ P CMnpIn´1qˆR, (21)
in which Mn “ pśNm“1,m,n Imq such that Jn “ MnpIn ´
1q. Note that (19), in combination with the way Upnqred is
constructed, implements the harmonic structure in the
nth mode. Overall, we obtain the compressed variant of
(15): »——–
Up1qred
...
UpNqred
fiffiffifl “
»—– A
p2,1q d Bp1q
...
Ap2,Nq d BpNq
fiffiflFT, (22)
in which each submatrix implements the harmonic struc-
ture in the corresponding mode. In the next subsection
we adapt the algebraic SD method in [1] to our MHR
problem. In particular, a more efficient implementation
will be developed that takes the harmonic structure of
the MHR problem into account.
C. From coupled CPD to SD
From (22) we build R symmetric matrices tMprqu,
admitting the factorizations
Mprq “ GΛprqGT, r P t1, . . . ,Ru, (23)
where G “ F´1 and Λprq P CRˆR are diagonal matrices.
The construction will be explained below. Note that (23)
can be seen as the slice-wise representation of the CPD
of the partially symmetric tensor M “ řRr“1 gr b gr b ζr
with factor matrices G and ∆ “ rζ1, . . . , ζRs in which
ζr “ rλprq11 , . . . , λprqRRsT. It can verified that both G and
Γ have full column rank [1]. This implies that in the
exact case, it suffices to exploit the structure of only
two of the matrix slices, denoted by Mpr1q and Mpr2q.
More precisely, as in the ESPRIT method, the problem
can be solved by means of a GEVD of the matrix pencil
pMpr1q,Mpr2qq in which the columns of G´T are the gen-
eralized eigenvectors. In the inexact case, the robustness
can be increased by simultaneously exploiting all R
equations in (23), using for instance optimization-based
methods (e.g., [28], [20]). The CPD of M can equivalently
be seen as the simultaneous diagonalization of its matrix
slices, which is why (23) is referred to as SD.
Following the steps in [25] we will now explain how
to construct the matrices tMprqu in (23). Thereafter, we
explain that the complexity of the construction can be
reduced by exploiting the MHR structure.
Construction of matrices tMprqu: Consider the bilinear
mappings Φpnq : CJnˆ2 ˆ CJnˆ2 Ñ C4J2n defined by [1]:
ΦpnqpX,Yqpi´1q4Jn`4p j´1q`2pk´1q`l
“ xiky jl ` yikx jl ´ xily jk ´ yilx jk, n P t1, . . . ,Nu.
Denote Φpnqr,s “ Φpnqprup1,nqr ,up2,nqr s, rup1,nqs ,up2,nqs sq, in which
up1,nqt and u
p2,nq
t correspond to the t-th column of U
p1,nq
and Up2,nq, respectively. Define Ψpnq “ rΨpnq1 , 2 ¨Ψpnq2 s P
C4J
2
nˆC2R`1 with Ψpnq1 “ rΦpnq1,1 ,Φpnq2,2 , . . . ,ΦpnqR,Rs P C4J
2
nˆR and
Ψ
pnq
2 “ rΦpnq1,2 ,Φpnq1,3 ,Φpnq2,3 , . . . ,ΦpnqR´1,Rs P C4J
2
nˆC2R . It can be
verified that if condition (17) in Theorem II.1 is satisfied,
then
Ψ “
»—– Ψ
p1q
...
ΨpNq
fiffifl P C4přNn“1 J2nqˆC2R`1 (24)
has an R-dimensional kernel [25]. Furthermore, the ker-
nel vectors can be associated with the matrices tMprqu.
Namely, Mprq satisfies
Ψmprq “ 0 , @r P t1, . . . ,Ru,
where mprq “ rmprq1,1,mprq2,2, . . . ,mprqR,R,mprq1,2,mprq1,3, . . . ,mprqR´1,RsT.
Since kerpΨq “ kerpΨHΨq, a basis for the kernel of (24)
can be found from the smaller (C2R`1 ˆ C2R`1) positive
semi-definite matrix
ΨHΨ “
Nÿ
n“1
ΨpnqHΨpnq. (25)
Numerically, we can take tmprqu equal to the eigen-
vectors associated with the R smallest eigenvalues of
ΨHΨ. In the computation of the smaller matrix (25), the
structure of tΨpnqHΨpnqu can be exploited. Concretely,
define the set SR “ tps1, s2q : 1 ď s1 ă s2 ď Ru
in which the C2R elements are ordered lexicographically.
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Consider the mapping fR : N2 Ñ t1, 2, . . . ,C2Ru that
returns the position of its argument in the set SR, e.g.,
fRpp1, 3qq “ 3. Define also Yp1,nq P CRˆR, Yp2,nq P CRˆC2R
and Yp3,nq P CC2RˆC2R as follows
pYp1,nqqr,s “ 8pwpnqrs ´ bpnqHrs bpnqsr q , (26)
pYp2,nqqr, fRps1,s2q “ 16pwpnqrs1 wpnqrs2 ´ bpnqHrs1 bpnqrs2 q , (27)
pYp3,nqq fRpr1,r2q, fRps1,s2q “
4pwpnqr1s1wpnqr2s2 ` wpnqr2s1wpnqr1s2 ´ bpnqHr1s1 bpnqr2s2 ´ bpnqHr2s1 bpnqr1s2q , (28)
where
wpnqrs :“ wp1,nqrs ` wp2,nqrs ,
wp1,nqrs “ up1,nqHr up1,nqs , (29)
wp2,nqrs “ up2,nqHr up2,nqs , (30)
bpnqrs :“ rwp1,nqrs , zpnqrs , zpnq˚sr ,wp2,nqrs sT,
zpnqrs “ up2,nqHr up1,nqs . (31)
It can be verified that ΨpnqHΨpnq “ “ Yp1,nq 2¨Yp2,nq
2¨Yp2,nqH 4¨Yp3,nq
‰
, so that
(25) can be expressed in terms of (26)–(28):
ΨHΨ “
Nÿ
n“1
ΨpnqHΨpnq “
Nÿ
n“1
„
Yp1,nq 2 ¨ Yp2,nq
2 ¨ Yp2,nqH 4 ¨ Yp3,nq

.
(32)
Note that the matrices Yp1,nq and Yp3,nq are Hermitian,
implying that it suffices to compute their upper trian-
gular part. Note also that the vector products bpnqHr1s1 b
pnq
r2s2
that appear in (26)–(28) can be computed prior to the
construction of Yp1,nq, Yp2,nq and Yp3,nq. In addition, due
to the MHR structure, the involved scalars twp1,nqrs ,wp2,nqrs u
can be computed efficiently, as explained next.
Exploiting MHR structure: By construction the matrix
slices tUp1,nqu of the tensors tUpnqredu are largely overlap-
ping. (Similarly for tUp2,nqu.) More concretely, observe
that for every n P t1, . . . ,Nu, the vector up1,nqr “ SpI1,...,INqpnq ur
consists of all except Mn entries of ur. To put it differently,
the vectors in the set tup1,1qr , . . . ,up1,Nqr u are almost identi-
cal. (Similarly for the vectors in the set tup2,1qr , . . . ,up2,Nqr u,
which all are related via up2,nqr “ S
pI1,...,INq
pnq ur.) Moreover,
Up1,nq and Up2,nq in (19) are taken from the matrix UΣ, the
columns of which are mutually orthogonal, see (20)–(21).
These properties enable a faster computation of wp1,nqrs
and wp2,nqrs in (29)–(30). We work as follows. Consider
the following row-selection matrices complementary to
SpI1,...,INqpnq and S
pI1,...,INq
pnq :
TpI1,...,INqpnq “ Iśn´1p“1 Ip b IInpIn, :q b IśNq“n`1 Iq P CMnˆp
śN
n“1 Inq ,
T
pI1,...,INq
pnq “ Iśn´1
p“1 Ip
b IInp1, :q b IśNq“n`1 Iq P CMnˆp
śN
n“1 Inq .
The selection is complementary in the sense that
SpI1,...,INqpnq ` T
pI1,...,INq
pnq “ S
pI1,...,INq
pnq ` T
pI1,...,INq
pnq “ IśNn“1 In , i.e.,
TpI1,...,INqpnq and T
pI1,...,INq
pnq select the Mn rows not selected by
SpI1,...,INqpnq and S
pI1,...,INq
pnq , respectively. This property together
with relations (20)–(21) allows us to express (29)–(30) as
follows:
wp1,nqrs “ up1,nqHr up1,nqs “ σrσsuHr SpI1,...,INqpnq SpI1,...,INqpnq us
“ σrσspδrs ´ uHr TpI1,...,INqpnq TpI1,...,INqpnq usq, (33)
wp2,nqrs “ up2,nqHr up2,nqs “ σrσsuHr S
pI1,...,INq
pnq S
pI1,...,INq
pnq us
“ σrσspδrs ´ uHr T
pI1,...,INq
pnq T
pI1,...,INq
pnq usq, (34)
where the orthogonality uHr us “ δrs has been taken into
account and where σr denotes the r-th singular value of
X.
Denoting the Hermitian matrices
ĂWp1,nq “ pTpI1,...,INqpnq UΣqH ¨ pTpI1,...,INqpnq UΣq P CRˆR, (35)ĂWp2,nq “ pTpI1,...,INqpnq UΣqH ¨ pTpI1,...,INqpnq UΣq P CRˆR, (36)
the products in (29)–(31) can be computed as the entries
of
Wp1,nq “ Up1,nqHUp1,nq “ Σ2 ´ĂWp1,nq P CRˆR, (37)
Wp2,nq “ Up2,nqHUp2,nq “ Σ2 ´ĂWp2,nq P CRˆR, (38)
Zpnq “ Up2,nqHUp1,nq P CRˆR, (39)
where n P t1, . . . ,Nu. Note that by exploiting the struc-
ture of up1,nqHr u
p1,nq
s and u
p2,nqH
r u
p2,nq
s , the computational
cost of wp1,nqrs and w
p2,nq
rs have both been reduced from
2MnpIn ´ 1q ´ 1 flops to 2Mn flops.
The different steps in the transformation of the original
MHR decomposition (8) into the SD factorization (23) are
listed in Table I, together with an estimate of their com-
plexity (in flops). t is assumed that the R-SVD and QZ
methods are used for the computation of the SVD and
GEVD, respectively [3]. The most expensive steps are the
initial dimensionality reduction step, which has a com-
plexity of the size of 6pśNn“1 InqM2, and the computation
of the matrices tZpnqu used in the construction of ΨHΨ,
with a complexity of the order of 2NpśNn“1 InqR2. The to-
tal complexity is of the order of p6M`2N R2M qp
śN
n“1 InqM.
If there are many snapshots (M ąą R), then the cost is
dominated by the conventional SVD reduction in Step
1. If M w R, then the cost is about p6 ` 2NqR flops per
tensor entry.
D. From SD to single-tone MHR problems
After G “ F´1 has been found from (23) we obtain
UΣGT “ Ap1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNq from relation (18). The gen-
erators tzr,nuNn“1 associated with the rth source can now
be found from the rth column of UΣGT. In other words,
coupled CPD has turned the MHR problem (7) into a set
of decoupled single-tone MHR problems. Denote
Γpnq “ SpI1,...,INqpnq UΣGT , (40)
Γ
pnq “ SpI1,...,INqpnq UΣGT . (41)
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Algorithm operations Eq. Complexity order (flops)
SVD of X (8) 6pśNn“1 InqM2 ` 11M3
Compute tĂWp1,nq,ĂWp2,nquNn“1 (35)–(36) 2p2přNn“1 Mnq ´NqC2R`1
Compute tWp1,nq,Wp2,nquNn“1 (37)–(38) 2NR
Compute tZpnquNn“1 (39) p2p
řN
n“1 MnpIn ´ 1qq ´NqR2
Compute
tbpnqHr1s1 b
pnq
r2s2u1ďnďN1ďr1 ,r2 ,s1 ,s2ďR
(26)–(28) 7NR4
Compute
tYp1,nq,Yp2,nq,Yp3,nquNn“1
(26)–(28) Np2C2R`1 ` 3RC2R ` 6C2R`1q
Compute ΨHΨ (32) NpC2R`1 ` 2RC2R ` 2C2R`1q
EVD of ΨHΨ (32) 43 pC2R`1q3
GEVD of pair pMpr1q,Mpr2qq (23) 30R2
TABLE I
An estimate of the complexity of the different steps in the
transformation from the original MHR decomposition (8) into the
SD factorization (23). We denoteMn “ pśm“1,m,n Imq.
Due to the shift-invariance property A
pnq “
ApnqD1przr,1,, . . . , zR,nsq, we have γpnq
r
“ γpnqr zr,n
so that the generator can be obtained as
zr,n “ pγpnqHr γpnqr q{pγ
pnqH
r γ
pnq
r q.
In several applications, such as DOA estimation, zr,n
is located on the unit circle, i.e., zr,n “ ei¨ψr,n “ cospψr,nq`
i sinpψr,nq for some ψr,n P r0, 2piq. In that case, we can find
the generator by minimizing
f pψr,nq “
›››γpnq
r
zr,n ´ γpnqr
›››2
F
“
›››γpnq
r
ei¨ψr,n ´ γpnqr
›››2
F
“ αr,n ´ 2Re tβr,nu cospψr,nq ´ 2Imtβnu sinpψr,nq
“ αr,n ´ 2Re tβr,nu
`
cos2pψr,n{2q ´ sin2pψr,n{2q
˘
´ 4Imtβr,nu sinpψr,n{2q cospψr,n{2q
“ αr,n ´ 2
„
cospψr,n{2q
sinpψr,n{2q
T
Gpr,nq
„
cospψr,n{2q
sinpψr,n{2q

,
where αr,n “ γpnqH
r
γpnq
r
` γpnqHr γpnqr , βr,n “ γpnqHr γ
pnq
r and
Gpr,nq “ “´Retβr,nu Imtβr,nuImtβr,nu Retβr,nu ‰. Let xpr,nq P R2 denote the
normalized eigenvector associated with the dominant
eigenvalue of Gpr,nq, then the unit-norm generator is
obtained as zr,n “ pxpr,nq1 ` i ¨ xpr,nq2 q2.
E. Summary and discussion of overall method
The overall procedure is summarized as Algorithm 1.
If condition (17) in Theorem II.1 is satisfied, then Algo-
rithm 1 is guaranteed to find the MHR decomposition
in the exact case. On the other hand, if condition (17)
is not satisfied, then Algorithm 1 does not apply. In
the latter case, what goes wrong is that we cannot find
the R symmetric matrices tMprqu in (23) from ΨHΨ, as
the dimension of its kernel is larger than R [25]. It is
also clear that Algorithm 1 works under more relaxed
conditions than the approaches in Subsection II-B since
it takes all harmonic structures into account at once. See
[23] for a thorough discussion of the conditions.
In the inexact case, Algorithm 1 does not necessarily
provide the Least Squares (LS) estimate of the factors of
the original MHR decomposition (7) as they would be
obtained from direct fitting. However, some robustness
is built into the algorithm. More precisely, in Steps 1 and
5, LS estimates of rangepAp1qd¨ ¨ ¨dApNqq and the kernel
of ΨHΨ can be obtained via SVD and EVD, respectively.
Likewise, in Step 8 a LS estimate of the generators tzr,nu
can be obtained via the closed-form solutions discussed
in Subsection III-D. As mentioned in Subsection III-C, an
algebraic solution to the SD problem (23) in Step 6 can
be obtained via a GEVD. The result can serve as a good
initialization for an SD method that in turn takes all the
matrix slices in (23) into account in LS sense. Obviously,
Algorithm 1 as a whole can be used to initialize a LS
fitting method for MHR (e.g., [20]), i.e., the optimization
algorithm is only used to refine the estimates.
Algorithm 1 SD method for MHR (Theorem II.1).
Input: X “ pAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApNqqCT of the form (8).
1. Compute SVD X “ UΣVH (and find R from Σ).
2. Build Upnqred in (19) for n P t1, . . . ,Nu.
3. Construct tWp1,nq,Wp2,nq,ZpnquNn“1 given by (37)–(39).
4. Construct ΨHΨ in (32) via tWp1,nq,Wp2,nq,ZpnquNn“1.
5. Obtain matrices tMprqu from the kernel of ΨHΨ.
6. Solve SD problem Mprq “ GΛprqGT, r P t1, . . . ,Ru.
7. Compute N “ UΣGT.
8. Obtain tzr,nu from N via single-tone MHR.
Output: tzr,nu
F. Variant 1: Compression
Note that the submatrices in (22) have the size (JnˆR),
with Jn w
śN
n“1 In. We may consider compressing the
tensors Upnqred . Ideally, Up1,nq and Up2,nq in (20)–(21) will
be replaced by matrices of size pR ˆ Rq, as there are
only R harmonics. It makes sense to project on the R-
dimensional dominant subspace of rUp1,nq,Up2,nqs, which
may be computed by means of an SVD. We may equiva-
lently compute the R-dimensional dominant eigenspace
of
rUp1,nq,Up2,nqsH ¨ rUp1,nq,Up2,nqs (42)
“
„
Wp1,nq ZpnqH
Zpnq Wp2,nq

P C2Rˆ2R, (43)
where Wp1,nq, Wp2,nq and Zpnq are the matrices that al-
ready appeared in (37)–(39). While the diagonal blocks
can be computed cheaply thanks to the orthogonality
of U, the computation of Zpnq is expensive. Recall from
Subsection III-C that the computation of Zpnq was also
the most expensive part of the construction of ΨHΨ.
Consequently, although replacing Up1,nq and Up2,nq by
(RˆR) matrices makes the computational cost of Steps 3-
4 in Algorithm 1 negligible, the savings are compensated
by the cost of the compression itself, i.e., the complexity
is about the same as that of Algorithm 1. However,
the “compressed variant” of Algorithm 1 has another
interesting feature. Recall from Subsection III-B that we
use Upnqred to impose the harmonic structure in the nth
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mode. In the noiseless case, the matrix rUp1,nq,Up2,nqs
will exactly have rank R. Under less ideal circumstances
however, the projection on the dominant subspace will
implement a signal enhancement, increasing the robust-
ness and accuracy of the parameter estimates. This will
be confirmed by numerical experiments in Section V.
G. Variant 2: Spatial smoothing
As the ESPRIT method for 1D HR, Algorithm 1 re-
quires that C in (8) has full column rank. A classical
way of extending ESPRIT-type methods to cases where C
does not have full column rank is spatial smoothing [18].
In detail, by capitalizing on the Vandermonde structure
of the factor matrices tApnqu, spatial smoothing yields a
p2N`1qth-order tensor XpK1,...,KNq P CK1ˆ¨¨¨ˆKNˆL1ˆ¨¨¨ˆLNˆM
with entries
xpK1,...,KNqk1,...,kN ,l1,...,lN ,m “ xl1`k1´1,...,lN`kN´1,m
“
Rÿ
r“1
Nź
p“1
zkp´1r,p
Nź
q“1
zlq´1r,q cm,r,
where Kn`Ln “ In`1. Combining the first N modes and
the last N`1 modes in a matrix representation XpK1,...,KNqSS P
Cp
śN
n“1 Knqˆp
śN
n“1 LnqM, we obtain
XpK1,...,KNqSS “
`
ApK1,1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApKN ,Nq˘ CTSS, (44)
where ’SS’ stands for spatial smoothing, ApKn,nq “
Apnq p1 : Kn, :q P CKnˆR, and
CSS “ ApL1,1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApLN ,Nq d C , (45)
in which ApLn,nq “ Apnq p1 : Ln, :q P CLnˆR. This spatial
smoothing is meant to make sure that CSS, replacing C,
has full column rank. Consequently, if condition (17) is
satisfied after replacing the matrices Ap1q, . . . ,ApNq and
C by ApK1,1q, . . . ,ApKN ,Nq and the full column rank matrix
CSS, then Algorithm 1 can still be used to solve the MHR
problem via XpK1,...,KNqSS .
In practice, the smoothing parameters tKn,Lnu are
most often chosen in a heuristic manner. One may for
instance, in line with the experiments for ESPRIT in
[30], [13], choose the pairs tKn,Lnu in such a way that
the dimension of the matrix XpK1,...,KNq “ pApK1,1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d
ApKN ,NqqCTSS is roughly square.
IV. Application in multirate MHR
So far we have implicitly assumed that the MHR
tensor X is built from uniformly spaced sampling
points (single-rate sampling) with normalized unit
inter-element spacing along all directions, i.e., apnqr “
r1 zr,n z2r,n . . . zIn´1r,n sT, n P t1, . . . ,Nu. In this section we
explain that Algorithm 1 can be extended to multirate
sampling, which implies that the interval between con-
secutive samplings points can be larger than a single
(normalized) unit. This is not possible for the single-rate
case, as can easily be understood from the properties of
the complex exponential. Let βn PN denote the interval
between two consecutive sampling points along the n-
th direction so that apnqr “ r1 zβnr,n z2βnr,n . . . zpIn´1qβnr,n sT. The
question is whether zr,n can be uniquely recovered from
apnqr . Because of the periodicity of the complex exponen-
tial, we have zβnr,n “ |zr,n|βneipargpzr,nqβn`2piαq for every α P Z
and βn P N. For a unique recovery of zr,n from zβnr,n, the
following is required:
argpzr,nqβn ă 2pi , @r P t1, . . . ,Ru, @n P t1, . . . ,Nu. (46)
Condition (46) corresponds in fact to the Nyquist sam-
pling condition for multivariate complex exponentials.
A way to relax this condition and thereby extend the
MHR problem to sub-Nyquist sampling cases where
argpzr,nqβn ě 2pi, is to employ nonuniform sampling (e.g.,
[12]). In this section we explain how the proposed cou-
pled CPD framework for MHR can be used to develop
multirate sampling schemes (i.e., nonuniform sampling
with regularities) for MHR that can algebraically sup-
port sub-Nyquist sampling (argpzr,nqβn ě 2pi). Note that
this is an advantage over the existing VDM-CPD based
approaches for MHR, which only support sampling at
or above the Nyquist rate.
A. Multirate sampling via coupled CPD
Consider an N-dimensional system in which multirate
sampling is used in the various modes. More precisely,
we assume that Pn different sampling rates are used
along the n-th mode, 1 ď n ď N. Let us for the r-th mul-
tidimensional component stack Ip,n samples associated
with the p-th sampling rate along the n-th mode in the
column vector app,nqr “ zkp,nr,n r1, zβp,nr,n , z2βp,nr,n , . . . , zpIp,n´1qβp,nr,n sT P
CIp,n , where βp,n is the interleaving factor associated with
the p-th sample rate of the n-th mode, and kp,n is an off-
set. Overall, we collect all n-mode samples in the column
vector
apnqr “ rap1,nqTr , ap2,nqTr , . . . , apPn,nqTr sT P CIn , (47)
where In “ řPnp“1 Ip,n. The connection with the preceding
discussion that we are making is that the column vector
apnqr in (7) now takes the form (47). This leads to a
multirate version of X in (7):
XMR “
Rÿ
r“1
ap1qr b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apNqr b cr P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM, (48)
with matrix representation (cf. (8)):
XMR “ pAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApNqqCT P Cp
śN
n“1 InqˆM, (49)
where ’MR’ stands for multirate and the columns of Apnq
in (49) are given by (47). Note that the samples stored
in apnqr may not be distinct, i.e., the subsampling and
stacking in (47) may cause that app,nqr psq “ apq,nqr ptq for
some s P t1, . . . , Ip,nu and t P t1, . . . , Iq,nu. As an example,
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if Pn “ 4 and
k1,n “ 1, β1,n “ 5, ap1,nqr “ r1 z5r,n z10r,n z15r,n z20r,nsT,
k2,n “ 13, β2,n “ 5, ap2,nqr “ rz13r,n z18r,n z23r,n z28r,nsT,
k3,n “ 1, β3,n “ 10, ap3,nqr “ r1 z10r,n z20r,n z30r,nsT,
k4,n “ 1, β4,n “ 13, ap4,nqr “ r1 z13r,nsT,
then
apnqr “ r1 z5r,n z10r,n z15r,n z20r,n | z13r,n z18r,n z23r,n z28r,n | 1 z10r,n z20r,n z30r,n | 1 z13r,nsT
(50)
with the equalities
apnqr p1q “ apnqr p10q “ apnqr p14q “ 1, apnqr p3q “ apnqr p11q “ z10r,n,
apnqr p5q “ apnqr p12q “ z20r,n, apnqr p6q “ apnqr p15q “ z13r,n.
For the pth sampling rate along the nth mode we can
extract a subtensor Xpp,nqMR P CI1ˆ¨¨¨In´1ˆIp,nˆIn`1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM
from XMR, admitting the PD
Xpp,nqMR “
Rÿ
r“1
ap1qr b¨ ¨ ¨bapn´1qr bapp,nqr bapn`1qr b¨ ¨ ¨ apNqr bcr, (51)
with matrix representation
Xpp,nqMR “
˜
n´1ä
s“1
Apsq dApp,nq d
Nä
t“n`1
Aptq
¸
CT, (52)
where App,nq “ rapp,nq1 , . . . , app,nqR s P CIp,nˆR is Vander-
monde. In other words, only the samples associated
with the pth single rate in the nth mode of XMR are
considered. Similar to single-rate MHR, the factorization
of Xpp,nqMR can be interpreted as a VDM-CPD when the
structure of the factors tApmqum,n is ignored. Note also
that the factorizations (52) are coupled via C. Hence, the
multirate sampled MHR problem already corresponds to
a coupled CPD problem before invoking shift-invariance.
B. ESPRIT-type algorithm for multirate sampling
A nice feature of Algorithm 1, is that in cases where
C in (52) has full column rank (M ě R), it can easily be
adapted to multirate MHR problems. We briefly discuss
the modifications of the different steps in Algorithm 1.
In particular, it will be explained that multirate sampling
does not increase the computational complexity.
1) Step 1: As in the case of uniform sampling, the di-
mension of XMR in (48) is first reduced in a preprocessing
step. Consequently, C in (49) is replaced by a nonsingular
matrix F, which leads to the following equivalent of (18):
UMR “ pAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApNqqFT. (53)
The difference with (18) is that Apnq, n P t1, . . . ,Nu are
not Vandermonde but multirate extensions.
2) Step 2: Similar to the way (51)–(52) has been ob-
tained from XMR, we extract for each sampling rate
1 ď p ď Pn along each mode 1 ď n ď N a tensor
Upp,nqred P C2ˆJp,nˆR with matrix representation (cf. (12) and
(19)):
Upp,nqred “
„
Up1,p,nq
Up2,p,nq

“ pAp2,p,nq d Bpp,nqqFT, (54)
where Ap2,p,nq P C2ˆR with ap2,p,nqr “ r1, zβp,nr,n sT and Bpp,nq “
pÄn´1s“1 Apsqq d App,nq d pÄNt“n`1 Aptqq P CJp,nˆR with Jp,n “
pIp,n ´ 1qpśNm“1,m,n Imq. The decompositions (54) can be
jointly handled as in Section III. The difference is that
we have a PD per mode and per rate. The matrix GpNq
in Theorem II.1 is replaced by
GpNqMR “
»——–
GpP1,1qMR
...
GpPN ,NqMR
fiffiffifl ,
where
GpPn,nqMR “
»———–
C2
´
Ap2,1,nq
¯
d C2
´
Bp1,nq
¯
...
C2
´
Ap2,Pn,nq
¯
d C2
´
BpPn,nq
¯
fiffiffiffifl .
Hence, if GpNqMR and C have full column rank, then the
multirate MHR terms tap1qr b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apNqr b cruRr“1 in (48) are
unique and can be obtained via the multirate variant
of Algorithm 1. Note that, in ensuring uniqueness, it is
possible to trade off the number of sampling rates for
the number of samples per rate.
3) Steps 3 and 4: The multirate version of ΨHΨ is given
by
ΨHΨ “
Nÿ
n“1
Pnÿ
p“1
Ψpp,nqHΨpp,nq, (55)
where Ψpp,nqHΨpp,nq is the matrix obtained from Upp,nqred
via Steps 3–4 in Algorithm 1. More specifically, the
products (33)–(34) associated with Ψpp,nqHΨpp,nq are built
from the columns of the ppIp,n ´ 1qpśNm“1,m,n Imq ˆ Rq
matrices Up1,p,nq and Up2,p,nq in (54). From Subsection
III-C we know that the cost of the construction of a
“single-rate” matrix in (55), say Ψpp,nqHΨpp,nq is of the
order Ip,npśNm“1,m,n ImqR2. Hence, the complexity of the
construction of the multirate extension of ΨHΨ is of the
order
řN
n“1
řPn
p“1 Ip,np
śN
m“1,m,n ImqR2. In case no samples
are used for more than one sampling rate (cf. discussion
in Subsection IV-A), we have In “ řPnp“1 Ip,n and we
obtain exactly the same expression for the complexity as
in single-rate MHR. In general we can say that multirate
sampling does not substantially affect the computational
complexity.
4) Steps 5, 6 and 7: Identical to single-rate MHR.
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5) Step 8: A difference with uniform sampling is that
we now have to solve multirate sampled single-tone
MHR problems in Step 8 in Algorithm 1. This can for
instance be accomplished by the polynomial rooting pro-
cedure presented in [24]. Briefly, if one of the following
two conditions"
βp,n and βq,n are coprime for some p , q, (56a)
D βp,n : argpzr,nqβp,n ă 2pi , @r P t1, . . . ,Ru, (56b)
is satisfied, then zr,n can be recovered from the
minimizer of the univariate polynomial f pzr,nq “řPn
p“1 }Up1,p,nqgrzβp,nr,n ´ Up2,p,nqgr}2F, where G “ rg1, . . . ,gRs
denotes the nonsingular matrix obtained after solving
the SD problem in Step 6 in Algorithm 1. Note that
condition (56a) does not prevent sub-Nyquist sampling.
In DOA estimation, the generator zr,n is known to be
located on the unit circle such that zr,n “ ei¨ψr,n for
some ψr,n P R. In this special case, the real number ψr,n
associated with zr,n can be found from the minimizer
of f pψr,nq “ řPnm“1 }Up1,p,nqgrei¨ψr,n¨βp,n ´ Up2,p,nqgr}2F, which
in turn can be found by rooting a polynomial of degree
2 max1ďpďPn βp,n. See [24] for details about the polynomial
rooting procedure.
C. Illustrative example in DOA estimation
By way of example, let us mention that the presented
multirate MHR sampling scheme can be used in DOA es-
timation based on Uniform Rectangular Arrays (URAs).
A distinct advantage of the regularly sampled URA is its
computational simplicity (e.g., computation via VDM-
CPD). Compared to URA, irregularly sampled arrays
can however have a higher aperture. Multirate MHR
sampling based on superimposed sub-URAs can provide
a good compromise between the regularly sampled URA
and the irregularly sampled sparse array. In short, we
assume that (52) takes the form
Xpp1,p2q “ pApp1,1q dApp2,2qqCT, (57)
where C has full column rank, zr,1 “ e´iωcd1 sinpφrq cospθrq{c
and zr,2 “ e´iωcd2 sinpφrq sinpθrq{c in which ωc is the carrier
frequency, c is the speed of propagation, dn denotes the
nominal inter-element spacing of the sensors along the
nth dimension (typically dn “ λ{2 in which λ “ 2picωc
denotes the signal wavelength), θr is the azimuth angle
associated with the r-th source, and φr is the elevation
angle associated with the r-th source. The DOAs tθr, φru
can be computed from (57) via Algorithm 1, despite sub-
Nyquist sampling min1ďmďPn dnβm,n ą λ{2.
V. Numerical experiments
Consider the MHR factorization of X in (8). The goal is
to estimate the generators tzr,nu from T “ X`βN, where
N is an unstructured perturbation matrix and β P R
controls the noise level. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
is measured as: SNR [dB] “ 10 logp}X}2F{}βN}2Fq.
A. DOA estimation via multirate 2D HR sampling
a) Case 1: We first consider multiple snapshot 2D
DOA estimation in which the model parameters for the
uniformly sampled URA are I1 “ I2 “ 9, M “ 50 and R “
5. Furthermore, half-wavelength sensor inter-element
spacing will be used, implying that the generators are
given by zr,1 “ e´ipi sinpφrq cospθrq and zr,2 “ e´ipi sinpφrq sinpθrq.
The DOA parameters are set to θ “ rθ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5sT “
pi
180 r10, 30, 50, 70, 80sT and φ “ rφ1, φ2, φ3, φ4, φ5sT “
pi
180 r´70, ´50, 50, 70, 80sT.
We compare Algorithm 1 and its compressed version
with the ESPRIT-type method in [21] which represents
the VDM-CPD approach discussed in Subsection II-B.
The methods will be referred to as SD, compressed SD
and VDM-CPD, respectively. We also consider a multi-
rate sampled URA constructed from two superimposed
regular URAs, which allows us to increase the DOA reso-
lution without increasing the number of spatial sampling
points. The spatial sampling parameters are chosen such
that P1 “ P2 “ 2 and the columns of App1,1q and App2,2q
in (57) are of the form ap1,nqr “ r1 z5r,n z10r,n z15r,n z20r,nsT and
ap2,nqr “ r1 z11r,n z22r,n z33r,n z44r,nsT with n P t1, 2u. The multirate
variant of Algorithm 1 will be referred to as MR-SD.
The compressed version of MR-SD will be referred to as
compressed MR-SD. Note that the uniformly sampled
and the multirate sampled methods make use of the
same number of spatial sampling points. The SD prob-
lem in Step 6 of Algorithm 1 will be solved by means of
the extended QZ method [29], which generalizes the QZ
method for the computation of a GEVD [3] to more than
two matrices. The centro-symmetry of the regular URA
allows us to apply Forward-Backward Averaging (FBA)
in a preprocessing step of the SD, compressed SD and
VDM-CPD methods.1 Due to the asymmetric structure
of the multirate sampled URA, FBA is not possible for
MR-SD and compressed MR-SD.
We compute the root mean square error ERMS “b
1
2RTMC
řTMC
t“1 }θ ´ θˆt}2F ` }φ ´ φˆt}2F, where TMC, θˆt and
φˆt denote the number of Monte Carlo trials and the
trial estimates of θ and φ, respectively. The root mean
square of the deterministic Crame´r-Rao Bound (CRB)
[26], [32] are also computed. The ERMS and CRB values
over TMC “ 200 trials as a function of SNR can be seen
in Figure 1. We first notice that due to the increased
aperture, the MR-SD and compressed MR-SD methods
perform much better than the other methods. We also
observe that the pure SD method for MHR on average
performs worse than compressed SD and VDM-CPD.
This is due to a few runs in which the matrix QpNq in
(32) is ill-conditioned. The extra orthonormalization step
in Section III-F seems to make the compressed version
more robust. Overall, the multirate versions of SD seem
to be the methods of choice for this experiment despite
1FBA means that X in (8) is replaced by rX, JX˚s, where J is an
antidiagonal matrix with unit entries on its antidiagonal [15]. In short,
FBA virtually doubles the number of snapshots from M to 2M. See
also [23] for further details and discussion.
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the fact that they were not supported by FBA. However,
since VDM-CPD essentially amounts to the GEVD of a
(pI1 ´ 1qI2 ˆ R) matrix pencil, it has a lower complexity
than the SD methods.
b) Case 2: In our second multirate sampling ex-
periment, we set R “ 3 while in each Monte Carlo
experiment the azimuth angles tθru and elevation angles
tφru are randomly drawn from a uniform distribution
over r0, pis and r´pi{2, pi{2s, respectively. The ERMS values
over TMC “ 200 trials as a function of SNR can be seen
in Figure 2. The randomness of tθr, φru can yield dif-
ficult cases, explaining the degradation on performance
despite R has been reduced to three. We also observe that
below 20 dB SNR, the compressed SD method performed
better than the CPD-VDM and SD methods.
B. DOA estimation via sparse 2D HR sampling
We now consider a multiple snapshot 2D DOA esti-
mation problem that involves a larger array where the
model parameters for the uniformly sampled URA are
I1 “ I2 “ 21, M “ 50 and R “ 5. Multirate sampling
can also be used to implement a thinned version of this
URA, which leads to a reduction in the number of spatial
sampling points. Let P1 “ P2 “ 2 and let the columns
of App1,1q and App2,2q in (57) be of the form ap1,nqr “
r1 z3r,n z6r,n z9r,n z12r,n z15r,n z18r,n z21r,nsT and ap2,nqr “ r1 z7r,n z14r,n z21r,nsT
with n P t1, 2u. The DOA parameters θ and φ are the
same as in the previous experiment. The ERMS and CRB
values over TMC “ 200 trials as a function of SNR can
be seen in Figure 3. As expected, sparse sampling leads
to a loss of performance (about 5 dB SNR). On the other
hand, a significant reduction of the number of spatial
sampling points has been accomplished (less than 20%
of the fully sampled URA).
C. DOA estimation via single snapshot 2D HR
We also consider the single snapshot DOA estimation
problem. We assume that the URA model parameters are
I1 “ I2 “ 8, M “ 1 and R “ 4. The DOA parameters
are set to θ “ rθ1, θ2, θ3, θ4sT “ pi180 r10, 30, 50, 50sT
and φ “ rφ1, φ2, φ3, φ4sT “ pi180 r´70, ´50, 50, 70sT. We
compare the SD and compressed SD methods with the
MultiDimensional Folding (MDF) method developed in
[11] for single-snapshot MHR and the unitary ESPRIT
method in [4], which takes the unit norm property of the
generators into account. In accordance with the heuristic
mentioned in Subsection III-E, the smoothing parameters
for the unitary ESPRIT, SD and compressed SD methods
are set to pK1,K2q “ p5, 5q. In order to illustrate the effect
of the choice of smoothing parameters, compressed SD
and unitary ESPRIT with configuration pK1,K2q “ p6, 6q
are also considered. All methods apply FBA in a pre-
processing step. The ERMS values over 500 trials as a
function of SNR can be seen in Figure 4. We observe
that below 30 dB SNR, SD performs worse than the
other methods. In this experiment, the choice between
pK1,K2q “ p5, 5q or pK1,K2q “ p6, 6q did not significantly
affect the performance of the compressed SD method
while, on the other hand, it did seem to affect the
performance of the unitary ESPRIT method.
D. Small-scale 2D HR
As our final example, we consider a small-scale 2D
HR problem in which I1 “ I2 “ 3, M “ 50 and
R “ 4. The goal of this experiment is to show that
optimization-based methods for MHR can benefit from
a proper initialization. We compare the algebraic SD and
compressed SD methods with the optimization-based
Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS) algorithm in Tensorlab
[31]. More precisely, we consider both an unconstrained
and a Vandermonde constrained CPD interpretation of
(8). In the latter case the Vandermonde structure of
the factor matrices is taken into account while in the
former they are ignored. Randomly initialized versions
of these optimization-based methods are referred to
as CPD and VDM-CPD, respectively. Note that the
complexity of NLS can be quite high2, though it can
be significantly reduced by exploiting the MHR struc-
ture (e.g. [2]). In order to illustrate that SD techniques
can provide a good initialization for optimization-based
methods, compressed SD will be applied in combi-
nation with VDM-CPD. The overall procedure is re-
ferred to as SD-VDM-CPD. In this experiment the real
and imaginary parts of the generators tzr,nu are ran-
domly drawn from a uniform distribution with support
r´ 12 , 12 s. We compute the root mean square error ERMS “b
1
2RTMC
řTMC
t“1
řR
r“1 |zptqr,1 ´ zˆptqr,1 |2 ` |zptqr,2 ´ zˆptqr,2 |2, where TMC,
zptqr,n and zˆ
ptq
r,n denote the number of trials, the true gener-
ator in trial t and the associated estimate, respectively.
The ERMS values over 200 trials as a function of SNR
can be seen in Figure 5. SD-VDM-CPD clearly performed
best. The figure also shows that the optimization-based
methods can be sensitive to their initialization.
VI. Conclusion
Using a link between the coupled CPD framework
and MHR we have derived an algebraic algorithm for
MHR that under mild conditions is guaranteed to find
the decomposition in the exact case. Methods based on
the coupled CPD framework, such as the presented algo-
rithm, can simultaneously exploit the harmonic structure
in all dimensions. As such, the method works under
more relaxed conditions compared to existing algebraic
VDM-CPD based methods. Furthermore, since the algo-
rithm reduces the MHR problem to the computation of
a GEVD, it can be interpreted as an MHR extension of
ESPRIT. We also presented a compressed variant that is
more robust against perturbation noise. The algorithm
2As an example, the Gauss-Newton algorithm with dogleg trust
region for a Nth order cubic tensor with dimensions I has a complexity
of the order 2pN` itgnqRIN` 83N2R3I3, where itgn denotes the number
of iterations [19].
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(and its compressed variant) can be used to initial-
ize computationally more expensive optimization-based
methods for MHR.
Coupled CPD is a flexible tool that can be used for
various tasks in array processing [24]. This point was
illustrated by showing that the coupled CPD approach
can algebraically support multirate sampling, i.e., even
the multirate sampling MHR problem can be reduced
to a GEVD problem. This makes it interesting for large
scale MHR problems in which sub-Nyquist sampling is
often a desired feature.
Numerical experiments showed that for 2D DOA
estimation based on URAs, the presented techniques
can lead to improved DOA estimation compared to the
conventional VDM-CPD approaches. In particular, the
benefits of compression and multirate sampling were
confirmed.
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Fig. 1. ERMS over 200 trials, multirate sampling case 1.
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Fig. 3. ERMS over 200 trials, sparse sampling case.
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